
Radial Timber Screen Boards are a contemporary 
alternative to traditional cladding or fencing which 
compliments modern design in both residential and 
commercial applications.

Available in our unique bevelled and square edge 
profiles in either dressed all round or rough sawn we 
have a range of styles to suit all applications. 

A clear oil coating can be applied to the screen boards 
to bring out the beautiful natural features or a stain 
could instead be used to colour match existing 
structures such as decks, cladding or flooring. 
Radial Timber can provide a range of pre-oiling services. 

Radial Timber Screen Boards can be fixed in a verticaly 
or horizontal application in random lengths or set 
lengths docked at standard sizes to suit your needs. 

Radial Timber Screen Boards can be used in Bushfire 
prone areas up to BAL 29 depending on the species. 

RADIAL SCREEN BOARDS 

Construction: CICG 

We currently only supply sustainably sourced Regrowth Hardwoods or plantation 
grown timber. Our goal is to become fully self sufficient from our privately owned
plantation resource once they mature and become available. Radial Timber has been 
privately planting plantations since 2004.  

Radial Timber is commited to environmentally responsible timber production. Our 
timber is radially sawn locally using unique sawing methods which give us up to 40% 
more yield from younger, less desired saw logs than traditional sawing methods 

Port Phillip Landscaping



For further technical information and 
installation guides visit:
www.radialtimbers.com.au
Follow us on instagram @radialtimber

12 Park Drive, Dandenong South, Vic, 3175
Ph: (03) 9768 2100 
sales@radialtimbers.com.ausales@radialtimbers.com.au

We have a range of different sizes, styles and finishes to suit any 
job. Give our friendly staff a call to go through your next 
project, or come into our showroom to have a look at our displays. 
You can also pick up some samples or order them directly through 
the Radial Timber Website. 

Product Specification
SPECIES: Range of Class 1 and Class 2 durability 
Australian Hardwoods (Ask for species on request)

DRESSED BEVELLED EDGE PROFILE SIZES:
85x40mm BE, 55x40mm BE, 55x19mm BE, 
80x19mm BE
 
ROUGH ROUGH SAWN BEVELLED EDGE PROFILE SIZES:
75x50mm BE, 55x35mm BE, 50x23mm BE

DRESSED SQUARE EDGE PROFILE SIZES:
40x40mm SE, 40x30mm SE (subject to availability), 
45x19mm SE

LENGTH: Random lengths (1.0m-6.0m) 
Set Lengths 1.2m/1.5m/1.8m/2.1m/2.4m/3.0m 

GRADE: StandaGRADE: Standard and Better in accordance to 
Australian Standard AS2796.2-2006  
or Discounted/Rustic Grade 

PRE OILED: Available on request

Dressed bevelled edged Screen Board profiles 

85x40mm BE 55x40mm BE 55x19mm BE 80x19mm BE 75x50mm BE 55x35mm BE 50x23mm BE 40x40mm SE 40x30mm SE 45x19mm SE

Rough sawn bevelled edged Screen Board profiles Dressed square edged Screen Board profiles 

Design: BKK Architects  
Construction: Overend constructions  Nicholson Construction 
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